
Bionic Egg

Website Design & Setup for Event

Management Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Web design

B Feb. - Mar. 2019

C Less than $10,000

D
"What distinguishes Bionic Egg from

other companies is their availability."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Bionic Egg designed and developed a website

for an event management agency where users

could learn about the agency’s services. The

site’s webpage included a slick design and

interactive features.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Bionic Egg went above and

beyond to provide an

exceptionally designed

website. Their team is readily

accessible and hardworking,

continually trying to improve

their service. Customers can

expect a skilled development

team that delivers within the

timeline.
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Bionic Egg

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

I’m the founder and VP of Operations at PPL Events, LLC, a

national event management agency that prides itself in

delivering the best talent. We train, manage, and build teams to

fulfill clients’ needs.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Bionic Egg?

We hired Bionic Egg to design and build our company website.

What were your goals for this project?

We wanted a website where our audience could gather

information about our company and offerings.

E Diego Errea
Founder & VP of Operations, PPL

Events, Inc.

G Business services

H 51-200 Employees

F Tampa, Florida

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor?

After consulting with five web design companies, we chose

Bionic Egg because of their offerings and quick delivery.

Describe the project in detail.

Bionic Egg built a one-page scroll site with reactive elements and

a simple design.

What was the team composition?

We only worked with Mark (Director, Bionic Egg).

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

We’re delighted with the result. Not only did Bionic Egg deliver on

their promises, they actively tried making the site better

throughout development. We’re pleased with the design and

timeline.

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

Mark helped in every way possible. The workflow was very

effective. What distinguishes Bionic Egg from other companies is

their availability. They’re accessible at times where I wouldn’t

expect other vendors to be.

What did you find most impressive about this
company?

Everything was easy and straightforward.

Bionic Egg
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Are there any areas for improvement?

No, there are none that I can think of.

hello@bionicegg.com

6463453536

www.bionicegg.com

Bionic Egg
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